Thank you for participating in the 2019 San Bernardino Forestry Challenge. Without your enthusiastic participation, this event would not be possible. We would like to improve this event in the future, and you can help by completing this evaluation form. If you need more room, want to explain an answer, or let us know anything else, use the backside! Thank you.

1. Did you use the FC website to help you prepare for the event?
   YES 89 / NO 26 / DIDN'T USE 0

2. Did you meet with a forester before coming to the event?
   YES 49 / NO 66

3. About how many hours did you spend preparing?
   0-3 42 / 4-8 50 / 9+ 25

4. Please rate the following parts of the event:
   Field Training    EXCELLENT 38   GOOD 70   FAIR 7   POOR 1
   Focus Topic & Fieldtrip    EXCELLENT 41   GOOD 54   FAIR 20   POOR 1
   Field Testing    EXCELLENT 25   GOOD 60   FAIR 24   POOR 6
   Food / Accommodations    EXCELLENT 32   GOOD 51   FAIR 25   POOR 9
   Social Activities    EXCELLENT 59   GOOD 41   FAIR 9   POOR 7

5. What was your favorite academic part of the event and why?
   55 – Field Training    26 - Testing    16 – Field Trip/ Data Collection
   15 – Ask a Forester    5 – Presentations

6. What was your favorite non-academic part of the event and why?
   42 – Zipline/Ropes Course    36 – Night Hike/Hiking    20 – Socializing/Activities
   13 – Bonfire    6 – Being Outside

7. Are you more or less likely to pursue an education in forestry, logging or natural resources?
   MORE 62 / LESS 16 / NO CHANGE 39
8. Please provide a one sentence “testimonial” about the Forestry Challenge:

“The Forestry Challenge helped me develop a deeper understanding of how important trees are and how much they affect us.”

“The Forestry Challenge is a great way to understand the forest around us and how it affects our lives.”

“I loved how we truly got to learn about nature, in nature, and how to maintain a healthy forest.”

“A really enjoyable experience that provides awareness for forestry careers, while also educating students on basic forestry problems and bring about awareness for the environment.”

“Forestry Challenge is a unique competition that highlights topics that aren’t covered in schools as well as providing numerous avenues of opportunity for the future.”

“The Forestry Challenge provides students with insight to the scientific world as well as opening up social circles for teenagers.”

“Overall, the Forestry Challenge provided me with an opportunity to build upon skills I may use in the future. It has given me a new appreciation for forestry.”